Fact Sheet

Find your ideal sites and get them up and running with

SITE SELECTION AND BUDGETING
With a network of over 80,000 investigators across more than 125 countries, IQVIA connects
sponsors and CROs with the right sites for their studies. Through a consistent, centralized
experience, sponsors and CROs can make the best site decisions for their studies and remain in
control of a faster Clinical Trial Agreement (CTA) and budget negotiation lifecycle with IQVIA.
SITE SELECTION: IQVIA’s simple site

The portal’s configurable workflow ensures sponsors

selection portal works as a SaaS solution, in

and CROs can execute their specific Clinical Document

tandem with our experienced team, or with

Architecture (CDA) and feasibility processes while

a customized combination of the two. Whether you are

providing real-time dashboards and reporting.

in the early planning stages for your next trial or are in
urgent need of rescue sites, IQVIA makes it simple to

BUDGETING: IQVIA’s budgeting services,

find ideal sites through:

available as SaaS portal technology or

•

Powerful search tools

outsourced to our experienced team, ensures

•

Data integrations from third-party platforms and

•

you remain in control of a faster CTA and budget

user CTMS systems

negotiation lifecycle from draft through execution.

Sites identified and indexed by the Golden Number

With guided “to-do” checklists for sites and our use of

(the same number used by Transcelerate and the

multi-trial master agreements, IQVIA makes it simple

Investigator Databank).

for sites to move forward at a quick pace while sponsors

SITE FEASIBILITY: IQVIA’s site feasibility
portal provides a consistent, centralized
experience that helps sponsors and CROs

and CROs benefit from faster timelines, historically
approved CTA and budget terms, a robust projection
engine and more.

“Using IQVIA, I was done with the contracting process in 24 hours. It took four weeks for a similar
trial with a different organization. The entire process was remarkably easy — when I had questions,
they responded instantly, when I used their technology, it felt completely intuitive.
Most importantly, when I looked at the budget and contract, everything was well structured,
minimizing the number of questions I had in the first place. IQVIA’s budgeting solutions work, and it
gets better and better each time I use it.”
- Nancy Baker, Former Site Director | Clinical Research Consulting
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make the best decision for their studies.

